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Concept

The idea is promoting sustainable eating for people
in different generation to understand the important of
protecting our environment by our normal behavior. The
package specifically talks about the endanger fish species
and other sustainable species that can be replace to have
in order to maintance the eco-balance.

Promoting sustainable eating for people in different
generation to understand the important of protecting
our environment by our normal behavior. The package
specifically talks about the endanger fish species and
other sustainable species that can be replace to have in
order to maintance the eco-balance.

Environmental friendly is a long term issue, and recently
there are more people concern about the sustainable life
style for maintaning the environment. The package is to
collabroate with other organization to promote the program
for their members and nonmembers that interested in
protecting the earth.

Creative Strategy

Solution
The target is to introduce the important of food sourcing
and the correct guide of printing as a whole to Sustainable
Brands users. Through the action, we allows our users
to get in touch to the new SB Apps, which allows more
people to live in a sustainabe lifestyle. The deliverables
include the package, detail promotional information in
advertisement and brochure, and an Apps.

Target Audience
Pescetarian aged between 20 - 50. They are mainly working
class, parents and students. People who care about the
environment and concious of the situation of the endanger
animals. Willing to spend time and more money on food in
order to have a better environment for the next generation.

Psychographic

Group of people who organize or enage with social related
events and participate in various media for information
of the global issues. They fellow the updated news of
environmental topics and willing to spend afford to take
action to change the situation.

Environmental friendly is a long term issue, and recently
there are more people concern about the sustainable life
style for maintaning the environment. The package is to
collabroate with other organization to promote the program
for their members and nonmembers that interested in
protecting the earth.

Direction + Design
The design focus on functionality for people to interact
with the products to promote this serious topic.

Media 1: Package Design
A promotional package that can be send to the users
directly with package for sample products design.
Brochure, tickets, and the recipes should be included in
the package.

Media 2: Apps
Apps that tell you the near by supermarket with the
sustainable fish that offer to public. The recipe for cooking
sustainable fishes in different culture, and a sharing
section for photos and videos of the users community
on their cooking styles. There will be a restaurants
recommandation section that shows places which support
sustainable and organic food.

Software

ai in xd

Data Research

Strength

Research from the GlobalScan on behalf of the Marine
Stewardship Council did interview with 16,000 seafood
consumers worldwide on behalf of their perspective of
sustainable sources. 72 percent of participants agreeing
that shoppers should only consumer food from sustainable
sources to ensure ocean longevity.

The Sustainable Brands provided a Expo every year
which was a great opportunities for brands to promote
their product to the Expo audience. The organization
has it’s own reputation as being trustable.

Most concerned with sustainability were a part of older
generations: 75% of seafood consumers aged 55 and
over agreeing that seafood eaten should be sourced
sustainably. 67% of the participants in the 18 to 34 yearold age bracket agreed.

Sustainable Brands
A orgainization that collabroate with different sustainable
brands in the world to promote the concept of sustainable
living .Every year the organization will hold a 4-5 days event
on promoting new brands, program, innovation, speakers,
activation hub, products, and style of the sustainable
world. In 2018, the event starts from June 4-7.

Sea To Table
Seafood delivery service in the U.S that has continue using
the traditional America fishing formate. It is a sustainable
company that using a long lasting way to bring fresh food
from local fishermen to the household.

Purpose
The package is aimed to promote the Sea to Table,
Centerplate Chef, and the Rolland Paper & Hemlock
Printers companies for their seafood, seasoning products,
the menu, and the recycle papers collection through the
Sustainable Brands Expo to every uesrs with the early
ticket for this year Expo.

Weekness
The package had to be sustainable and functional, as
well as visual appealing. There could be a lot of limitation
on color usage, paper choices, and copywriting.

Opportunities
As the package did connect to the Apps, there could
be more opportunities on the interface design. The
illustration can be used in both media to bring the better
promote the collabroated brands.

Threats
The travel distance and time could destroy the package,
the design funcationality has to be strong and cold
enough for the sample packages.

Design Layout
Design: pen illustration instead of photography
Typeface: san serif, such as Source Sans Pro and Ratio.
Color Palette: color of the brands
Special: Apps for online ticket system, sharing plateform
and information about the brands.

Visual Board

Sustainable Packages

Visual Board

Problem

The illustration style and the color scheme gave a bright
and motivative feeling to the brands. The design brought
interactive elements while sustainable at the same time.
With the simplification approach on the example shown
on the board provided more possibilty to the design.

The strucutre and function of the design had to be strong
enought to hold the package for long term travel. The
color scheme on the visual board was relatively shape
and bright, which could be not suitable to the Sustainable
Brands itself.

Sketches

Sketches

Problem

The sketches are developed into two parts, the first are
the box version of the design. This design is more stable
in for shipping, as the structural design is balanced
enough to hold more sample design.

The box design could be less appealing than the corn
structure. However, the package design should be able
to care a brochure, a recipe, and the sample products. It
needs a spacial structure to place the following items.

The second is the a corn design that is curved based. It
is small to care and enough to bring a limited amount of
sample products. The structure is more visualy appealing
than the first appoarch.

The idea of the design has to be simplify to be
environemental friendly. The first appoarch would be
better to save the paper usage.

Rough Sketches – Fish

illustration – Spicy

Illustration Style

Problem

The illustration here was comparitively simple and thick
in strick. The rough sketches aimed to create the outline
and icons for the different fish spieces. These icons
couls be used to show on brochure for informational
use. It could be shown as different parts in the package
for idenitifying different parts in the design, such as the
brochure can be simplified than the package illustration.

The different of these detail illustrative and the simplified
texture, it brought a various perspective of illustration
could be try on the design. However, the contrast of these
two illustration styles could bring a misleading feeling to
the brand identity. It can be complicated again to users
to read the information about the Expo.

illustration –recipe
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Sea To Table
Our Brand

A brand aims to protect the environment with
the sustainable fishing system, which the
company collaborate with the farmers directly
and deliver the fresh and natural seafood of
that day on to the table.
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